


State Carbon Pricing Network (SCPN)

● Over 7,500 advocates, legislators, 
government officials, business leaders, 
and academics working to price 
carbon pollution in their states

● Members across all 50 states 

● Learn more at www.climate-
xchange.org/network
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SCPN Services 
● Conduct research studies on the state-specific impacts of 

carbon pricing 

● Help draft carbon pricing bills and provide technical 
assistance

● Offer opportunities for cross-state collaboration, like our 
monthly national SCPN call and quarterly legislative calls 

● Share knowledge and information via our monthly webinars
and weekly newsletters
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Climate Change as a Federalism Issue

• >3/5ths of global GHGs from federations (India, US, 
Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, Australia…)

• Key Lessons: Multi-level climate governance that 
includes carbon pricing is politically feasible but difficult to 
implement & sustain (World Bank, 2020)

• Many federal systems have substantial fossil fuel 
deposits/subsidies & energy-intensive practices: Canada 
classic case



Provincial control over massive fossil fuel deposits & 
federal equalization payments



“So many targets, so many plans, so little progress”—
Kathryn Harrison, UBC



The Three Amigos and Hopes for a Continental Climate 
Strategy: 2016



Pan-Canadian Carbon Pollution Pricing Plan Announced in 
2016

Trudeau sets carbon pricing as key pillar of Canada’s national climate 
plan: Ramp up to $50 per ton/2022

– Built on leadership from other provinces
• Quebec & British Columbia
• Unexpected 2015 Alberta shift toward pricing

– Gave provinces & territories two years to implement their own system OR 
have a ‘Federal Backstop’ imposed upon them

– Some parallels with US Clean Power Plan BUT Canada has no 
comparable Clean Air Act
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Jolting provincial reversals: Alberta and four other 
provinces now actively oppose



But the system holds through 2019 elections:  64% support 
a pro-pricing party



Key Design Feature:  Revenue Use Flexibility to Build 
Political Support

• Revenues from “fuel charge” would “stay” in the relevant 
province or territory

• Two major options:

• IF province cooperates and sets up own carbon pricing policy, 
that province controls revenue use

• IF province refuses to cooperate, federal government returns 
funds to citizens & small businesses via Climate Action 
Incentive payments



British 
Columbia

Carbon Tax

Alberta
Federal fuel 

charge (Jan 1 
2020),

AB OBPS

Quebec
Cap-and-Trade

Northwest 
Territories
Carbon Tax 

(Sept 1 
2019)

Newfoundland & 
Labrador

Carbon Tax + OBPS

Nova Scotia
Cap-and-Trade

Saskatchewan
Federal fuel 

charge, partial 
OBPS,

SK partial OBPS

Prince Edward 
Island

PEI fuel charge,
Federal OBPS

Ontario
Federal 

Backstop

Manitoba
Federal 

Backstop

Nunavut
Federal 

Backstop

Yukon
Federal 

Backstop

Current State of Play – Provincial and Territorial systems

New 
Brunswick

NB fuel 
charge (Apr 1 
2020), Federal 

OBPS  

In Provinces: 
- Output-based pricing system - January 2019
- Fuel Charge – April 2019
In Yukon & Nunavut – July 2019
Increase by $10/tonne annually

Federal backstop applies in full

Federal backstop applies in 
part

Provincial/Territorial system applies



Summer reading?























Québec: A Global Leader in the Fight
Against Climate Change

Marie-Claude Francoeur
Québec Delegate to New England



Cap and Invest

• 2006: Québec was the first
jurisdiction in North America to
price carbon
• 2013: Québec joins California to
launch the first carbon market
between jurisdictions across
national borders



The Western Climate Initiative and the Green Fund
• Since 2003 (the highest emitting year since 1990 with over

89 tons of CO2 equivalent), emissions have declined by
11.8%, with total emissions in 2016 at 78.6 tons of CO2
equivalent
• From 1990 to 2017:

• Québec’s GHG emissions went down by 8.7%
• Québec’s emissions per resident were reduced by 23%
• Population increased from 6.99 million to 8.23 million 

(18.6%) and GDP by 66.4%
• The carbon intensity of the GDP was reduced by 45.1%



GHG Emissions   

Energy from Fossil Fuels   

Population   

GDP   

Emission Intensity/GDP

Percent variation of GHG emissions, fossil fuel consumption, population and GDP of Québec between 1990 and 2017



Sustainable Economic Growth 
• The Climate Change Action Plan, financed
by the Green Fund has generated 43,000
direct and indirect jobs in Québec
• Québec has become a global leader in
cleantech, energy efficiency and electric
transportation
• Nearly $4 Billion (CAD) invested back into
the economy to fight climate change
• 2/3 directed towards transportation



Climate Change Action Plan 2021-2026

• $6.2 billion invested to reduce GHG emissions in Québec:
§ $3.8B for the transportation sector, including electrifying vehicles and public
transit

§ $1.3B for the industrial sector to help businesses decarbonize
§ Nearly $310M for the building sector

• These investments will reduce GHG emissions and grow the economy and
create 10,000 jobs:
§ Grow Québec’s GDP by $1.2B by 2030
ü This is due to increased exports ($250M), and investments in low-polluting

technologies ($800M) that allow industry to grow their production capacity



Questions?
Please use the Q&A Box to submit your questions!

www.Climate-XChange.org


